
Long Bio: Parabola West 
 
Parabola West is an artist who cuts straight to the heart with her crystal vocals and layered 
melodies. Drawing inspiration from Nordic folk roots, electronica, and organic sounds, this 
Raglan-based artist is evolving into a soundscape storyteller. 
  
“Her music strikes for a truly balanced alchemy of melodies, groove and emotion, to create 
something meaningful and unique.” – www.theaudience.co.nz 
 
Following the release of her acclaimed single “Fire” in October 2015 and a successful 
INDIEGOGO crowd funding campaign in 2016, West is now preparing to release her next EP. 
Recorded with Producer and Engineer Scott Newth at ‘The Porch’ recording studio, the 7-
track EP (including “Fire”) will incorporate a range of instrumentation and electronica to take the 
listener on a journey.  The thread of continuity is her unmistakable lyrical storytelling and piano-
driven writing. 
  
“I know a song is ready when listening to it back it makes me feel like I did when writing it, and I 
believe I have achieved that feeling with every song on this EP.” 
 
Originally from East Coast America, Parabola West began writing songs as a teenager.  She 
moved to New Zealand in 2003 and after a 10 year "corporate world" break from music, she 
returned to her musical roots and launched her solo career as Parabola West in 2013. Her 
debut EP Did You Hear? was released in March 2014 to great reviews, and the much 
anticipated follow up was her hit single "Fire" in October 2015.  
 
And as for the name? The self-confessed “math and science nerd” says that she experiences 
music as “a combination of emotion, science, and math – a mixture of precise structure and 
imperfect elements.” 
 
 “One day, whilst researching how to build my own parabolic solar heater, I became incredibly 
interested in the way a parabolic curve focuses light onto a fixed point. It reminded me of the 
way I focus my emotions and experiences into music... and the name Parabola was born.”   
  
For Parabola West, the countdown is on to her EP release. With a live release event and tour 
coming up, she looks forward to taking her new music on the road. 
  
“My new show will be unlike my previous live performances. Live mixing of samples, as well as 
singing and keyboard melodies will give the show an exciting new vibe. I hope to create an 
experience for my audience that mimics the sound of the produced tracks – and there will be a 
few extra surprises throughout the shows too.” 
  
For more information, follow Parabola West on Social Media or view her website: 
http://www.parabolawest.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/parabola.west 
https://www.instagram.com/parabolawest/	
http://www.youtube.com/c/parabolawest 
 
 


